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A l-parameter family of quasi-invariant measures is presented. These measures 
are cylinder measures in graph coordinates. Their characteristic functions are 
represented as integrals relative to an infinite product measure. This is applied to 
the problem of determining the support properties of the measures. One of the 
measures can be used to define the unitary structure for the basic representation of 
the affine extension of the restricted unitary group. 1 1987 Acadrmlc Pres, Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
It is easy to show how interesting (finitely additive) measures arise on 
infinite dimensional Grassmann manifolds. Suppose H is a Hilbert space, 
Gr(n, H) is the Grassmann manifold of all n-dimensional subspaces, 
U(@“, H)’ is the space of all nonsingular linear maps, and rr is the map 
71: 9(C,“, H)’ -+ Gr(n, H): L -+ Range(L). 
The map 7t is equivariant with respect to the natural actions of U(H) on 
the above spaces, so that the 7c projection of the standard normal dis- 
tribution on 2’(a)“, H), equipped with the trace norm, is a U(H) invariant 
measure, v,;. 
In graph coordinates for Gr(n, H), it turns out that vF is a cylinder 
measure in the usual sense. This is useful because it shows how an invariant 
measure can be constructed on the Grassmann manifold Gr(H, , H) con- 
sidered by Segal and Wilson in [6], i.e., H = L’(S’, C), H, = jf’~ H: 
,r(k) = 0 for k < 0}, and Gr( H, , H) denotes the set of closed subspaces of 
H which are close to H, in a suitably defined sense. 
In [6], it is shown that the so-called basic representation for unitary 
loop groups can be realized on a Hilbert space of holomorphic sections for 
(41, 92) = j O,& dv,-, 
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the Det* bundle associated to Gr(H+, H). One might naively guess that 
the unitary structure can be written 
where d1 IJ& denotes the local inner product of the sections 4, and & for the 
hermitian bundle Det*. This is not correct, as observed already by Boyer in 
the case Det* -+ Gr(n, H) [ 11. One purpose of this paper is to show that 
the inner product can be defined by 
(1.1) 
where &, denotes a certain canonical section and p1 is a cylinder measure 
which is closely related to p0 = vF. Properly interpreted, this says that the 
Hilbert space of holomorphic sections of Det* is isomorphic to the space of 
holomorphic functions which are L2 relative to dp,. 
It is also stated in [6] that the Hilbert space of holomorphic sections of 
Det* is equivariantly isomorphic to the zero charge sector of (a completion 
of) the Grassmann algebra A(% + H, ), where H_ = H$. This follows 
naturally from the construction of the measure .LL~, as we will show in 
Section 6. The resulting isomorphism of A(Z% + H+). and OL2(p1) 
(0 3 holomorphic) should be compared with the isomorphism of the sym- 
metric algebra of a complex Hilbert space with the cOL* space of the 
corresponding Gaussian measure. 
The organization of the paper is as follows. Section 2 is devoted to finite 
dimensional preliminaries. In Section 3 we establish the existence of a 
family of cylinder measures (pL,} indexed by s > - 1, as well as their 
elementary quasi-invariance properties. The technique for establishing the 
existence of the measures in this section is essentially the same as that 
employed by Orsted in [ 121; this was pointed out to me by Igor Frenkel. 
The technique depends on the equivariance of a projection with respect to 
certain linear fractional transformations. This seemingly nonlinear result is 
“linearized” by the Plucker embedding for Gr(H+ , H). This is explained in 
Section 7. 
In Section 4 we establish that ,u,, for s > 0 and s/2 nonintegral, is quasi- 
invariant with respect to all restricted unitary transformations. For this 
purpose we use I. Segal’s algebraic integration theory. The difficulty that 
arises here is that the only globally continuous functions of finitely many 
variables are the constants. The nonintegrality constraint on s arises 
because the proof proceeds by showing that the constant function is cyclic; 
the constraint is almost certainly removable. In this context I should men- 
tion that the measure ,u~ of this paper is closely related to the integration 
algebras constructed by Shale in [S]. 
In Section 5 we show that the characteristic function of /.A, can be 
represented as an integral relative to an infinite product measure. This gives 
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a second proof of the existence of the measures. The formula is applied to 
yield information about the support of ps. In Section 6 the formula (1.1) 
and the equivariant Hilbert space isomorphism described above are 
established. 
It will be plain to the reader that the discussion in this paper can be 
generalized to flag manifolds. However for the sake of clarity we will 
restrict our attention to the notationally simpler case of Grassmann 
manifolds. 
Notation. We will denote Lebesgue measure by dm( . ). 
2. FINITE DIMENSIONS 
In this section we collect various facts about finite dimensional 
Grassmannians which we will use in the remainder of the paper. 
Let V= V, @ V be a complex Hilbert space, where dimn( V, ) = n, 
dimn( V ) =m. We will frequently write Gr( V,, V) for Gr(n, V), the 
homogeneous space of n-dimensional subspaces of V. The graph coordinate 
patch at V,, graphs (V,), consists of all subspaces in Gr(n, V) which are 
transverse to V , and the graph coordinate is the inverse of the map 
WV+, V ) + graphs( V, ): Z -+ graph(Z). 
There is a GL( V) equivariant projection 
Y( V, , V)’ -+ Gr( V, , V): L -+ Range(L), (2.1) 
where the prime indicates we consider only nonsingular maps. If we view L 
as a 2 x 1 matrix with respect to V = V, @ VP, then L = (;) will project to 
a V + graph precisely when CI is invertible; when this is the case, Z = ycc I. 
The linear space U( V, , V) is a Hilbert space with respect to the hermitian 
structure L, , L, -+ tr L;L,. This structure is invariant with respect to the 
action of U( V), simply because ( Uo L,)* (CT 0 L,) = LTL, . This implies that 
the Gaussian measure for P’( V, , V) projects to the unique U( V)-invariant 
probability measure in Gr( V,, V). 
In graph coordinates the invariant probability measure is given by 
dp(:) = n ““’ ‘b’ & det( 1 + :*z) m ” dm(z). 
This will be verified in (2.2) below. Let ,U = ,u(,~ denote the probability 
measure obtained by normalizing the measure det( 1 + z*z) mm ‘-’ dm(z), 
whenever this is possible. 
In (iii) of the following proposition, S refers to the subgroup of GL( V + ) 
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whose elements are represented by matrices (xii) with xii = 0 for i>j, 
xii > 0, relative to a fixed-ordered orthonormal basis. We also let xi = x,,. 
(2.2) PROPOSITION. (i) The measure det(1 +~*z)-‘+~~~dm(z) is the 
projection under the mapping (2.1) of a multiple of the measure 
(det CL*@)’ e-‘rL*L dm(L), 
where L = (;); this latter measure is finite precisely when s > - 1. 
(ii) The total mass of the measure det(l +z*z)~‘++~ dm(z) is 
iYm n? r( j + s)/r(m +j + s); hence 
n f(m+j+s) 
&(z)=d~V..Y(z)=~‘*m fl r(j+s) det(1 +z*z)PmPn-sdm(z). 
I 
(iii) The characteristic function of p is given by 
Q(z) = j erRetr’*” dp(z,) 
II 
’ 2(,+\-I) x n 2xjep-‘;x, 
dx / . 
I r(i+s) 
Proqfi By Formula 1 of the Appendix, 
-2 n cnm r (det cr*t~)~~ e- ~r~**,-W*./ drn(?) dm(a) 
J”YYY+.Y) 
=?I ~ 112 J (det E*a)’ e-““*” dm(a) Y(Y+) 
= 
I 
(det x*x)’ n nP’eP”‘I’2 dm(xU) fi 
s i < ./ 1 
This is finite precisely when s > - 1. 
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To determine the projected measure, suppose 4 is a continuous function 
on Gr(n, V). The projected integral is 
-‘)(det a*~).’ P w’,“- dm( L). 
To express this in terms of z, we note that L = r + zc( and that the real 
Jacobian of the mapping (z, 2) --f CI + LX is (det ~*a)“‘. It follows that the 
above integral equals 
= i‘fl 
i. 
h*Z(det &)“‘+ P &Z(U) 1 d(z) det(1 +z*;) ‘fl ” ’ dm( z). 
This proves part (i). 
F’or part (ii), take (b = 1. By the first paragraph of this proof, 
1 det(l + z*z) “I ” ~,’ dm(z) 
= e IrXts(det c(*cz)“‘+’ dm(x) det ~*a)). e lr L*f. dm( L) 
This proves part (ii). 
By part (i) and the Appendix, 
where the C’S are constants. Since Q(O) = 1, part (iii) follows from this. m 
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(2.3) COROLLARY. If g= (; 5;) E GL( V), then the function z + 
det (a + bz( is integrable relative to P”,,~ whenever s > -t. Also, 
I det(a + bz) dp, = det(a). 
Proof First assume a is invertible. Let A(.) denote the usual functorial 
mapping from operators on a vector space to operators on the exterior 
algebra. Then 
Idet(1 + ~‘bz)J = jtr A(ap’bz)( 6 (tr A(ap’bb*a-‘*))‘i2 (tr A(z*z))“~, 
implying that 
Idet(a + bz)l d det(aa* + bb*)‘12 det( 1 + z*z)“’ 
6 C det( 1 + z*z)lj2. 
By continuity we obtain an estimate for jdet(a+ bz)l, valid for any 
ge GL( V), where C is uniform so long as g ranges over a compact set. Part 
(i) of the proposition now implies integrability for s > - 4. 
We also have, again for a invertible, 
[ det(a + bz) dpV.,, = det(a) F l tr A”(aC’bz) dp, 
and for k>O, if [ denotes a kth root of - 1, 1 tr A’(aC’bz) d,u(z)= 
l tr A’(a-‘bz) d,u(jz) = 1 tr A”(a-‘hi- ‘z) dp(z) = -j tr A”(a-‘bz) dp(z). 
This proves (2.3) when a is invertible. Continuity, the uniformity of the 
estimate in the first paragraph, and dominated convergence imply (2.3) is 
valid for any g E GL( Y). 1 
The integral formula in the preceding corollary (for s = 1) has a natural 
representation-theoretic interpretation. This will be important in Section 6. 
The space 9(V+, V)’ is a principal bundle with structure group 
GL( V,), where the action is given by composition on the right. The 
Det* bundle over Gr( V, , V) can be viewed as the associated bundle for 
the character det ’ of GL( V, ), i.e., Det* consists of all equivalence 
classes of pairs (L, /I) E 9( V, , V)‘x@, where(L,,I,)-(L,,A,)othereis 
q E GL( V, ) such that L, 0 q = L2 and i, det q = A,. Holomorphic sections 
correspond to holomorphic functions 4: 9( V, , V) -+ @ satisfying 
b(L 0 q) = det q&L), where the associated section is given by 
G( Range( L)) = (L, b(L)) . GL( Y+ ). For sake of brevity, we will often refer 
to Q as a holomorphic section. 
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Corresponding to our choice of subspace I’/+, there is a canonical global 
holomorphic section &, where #e(L) = det a(L). 
The hermitian structure for Det* is obtained by noting that Y( I’,, I’)’ 
has a unitary reduction, namely Isom( I/+, V), the isometries from I’+ into 
v. If d, and dz are sections, then 4, (6* restricted to Isom( V, , V) projects 
to a function on Gr( P’, , V). In particular, /&,I2 restricted to Isom(H, , H) 
projects to 
1(&J’(U)= y + z*z))’ if U= graph(z) 
otherwise, 
for if U = graph(z) = Range(L) and L is isometric, then 
z z-z ;‘a I *l+z*~=a*~‘(r*a+y*~)a~‘=(aa*) ‘. 
If we provisionally define the global inner product of two sections by 
then we find that 
by (2.2) which is dimension dependent. Rather than “unnormalize” the 
measure, which is disastrous in the limit n --+ co, it is advisable to rescale 
the inner product by defining 
Another way of motivating the consideration of dp, is provided by 
(2.5) PROPOSITION. The mapping 4 + Q, = 4/q& is a linear isomorphism 
of‘ the space of’ holomorphic sections of Det* onto the space qf holomorphic 
,fimctions in graphs ( V + ) which are L2 relative to dp, 
Proyf Suppose @ is a holomorphic function on graphs ( V, ) which is 
L’ relative to dp, . View @ as a function on {L E U( V, , V)‘: det a(L) # 0) 
via the projection (2.1). We must show &hat #=@& extends to a 
holomorphic function on all of Y( V,, V)‘. The L2 condition on @ is 
equivalent to saying that 4 is L* relative to Gaussian measure, by (i) of 
(2.2). Since Gaussian measure is Iocally absolutely continuous with respect 
to Lebesgue measure, (2.5) follows from an L2 version of the 
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(2.6) RIEMANN EXTENSION THEOREM. Suppose f is a holomorphic 
function in a disc D c @” and g is holomorphic in D\ { f = 0) and square 
integrable. Then g extends to a holomorphic function on D. 
The proof is a very slight modification of the proof of the “g is bounded” 
version given on page 9 of [13], hence we shall omit it. 
Suppose g E GL( V). If L is isometric and Range(L) = graph(z), then 
h(K’L) 
ML) 
=det{(a(g-‘)cr+b(g.-r)y)} 
=det(a(g- ‘) + b(g- ‘f z). 
Thus (2.3) is essentially the formula for the spherical function of the 
representation of GL( V) on holomorphic sections of Det*: 
(g.~~,~o)=~det(a(g-‘)+b(g-‘)z)d~l(z) 
=det a(g-‘) 
det d(g) =- 
detg 
(2.7) 
3. EQUIVARIANT PROJECTIONS 
Suppose H = H + @ H is an co-dimensional complex Hilbert space. We 
recall the definition of the HilberttSchmidt Grassmannian in [6]: 
(3.1) DEFINITION. Gr( H, , H) is the set of all closed subspaces W of H 
such that 
(i) Q + : W--f H + is Fredholm of index zero, and 
(ii) Q _ : W -+ H _ is Hilbert-Schmidt, 
where Q+ are the self-adjoint projections for H, , respectively. The graph 
coordinate patch at H,, graphs(H+ ), consists of all subspaces in 
Gr(H+, H) which are transverse to HP, and the graph coordinate is the 
inverse of the map 
L,( H + , HP ) -+ graphs( H, ): Z -+ graph(Z), 
where L, denotes Hilbert-Schmidt operators. 
Gr(H+, H) is a homogeneous space for the Banach Lie groups U, and 
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CL,. consisting of unitary and invertible operators, respectively, having the 
matrix form g = (; “,) with respect to H = H, @ He, where a is Fredholm 
of index zero, and h and c are Hilbert-Schmidt. (The analytic structure is 
that induced by viewing GL, (resp. CT,) as the identity component of the 
group of units (resp. unitaries) for the Banach algebra gE, = ((; {): b, 7 
Hilbert-Schmidt } with norm 
If V is a closed subspace of H, we let I/+ = Vn H, and Q ‘, Q”+ denote 
the self-adjoint projections onto V, V, , respectively. 
(3.2) DEFINITION. A subspace VC H is admissible if 
(i) V is finite dimensional, and 
(ii) V= V, @ V- 
Suppose V is admissible. We embed GL( V) in GL, via the map 
where the former matrix is the decomposition of g with respect to 
V=V+@V ) and the latter matrix is the decomposition of g with respect 
to H=(H+ @ V+)@V+@Vp@(Hp 0 V-). We also embed 
Gr( V, , V) in Gr(H+ , H) via the map I/ -+ U@ (H, @ V, ), i.e., for 
gEGL(V), g. V, -‘g. H, In graph coordinates (at V, and H, ), this 
map is simply given by sP( V, , V ) + Y2( H, , Hm ): Z -+ Q “, ZQ “, , i.e., 
Let V be admissible, and let W be admissible or equal to H. Assume that 
Vq W, and let P be the self-adjoint projection from spZ( W,, W ) to 
pLv(v+, v-1. 
(3.3) PROPOSITION. Suppose g E GL( V). If‘ U and g(U) are graphs over 
W,, then 
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where in the right-hand side of this equation we view g as an element in 
GL( W), using (3.2). If W is admissible, then almost everywhere 
goP=Pog, 
where we view P: Gr( W, , W) + Gr( V,, V) as a map which is defined 
almost everywhere. 
Proof. Let U = graph(Z), and let z = P(Z) = Q! ZQY . With respect to 
the decomposition W= (W, 0 V+)O V, @ V- @( W_ 0 V-), we have 
In graph coordinates g acts by a linear fractional map. We must show 
P{(C-tDZ)(A+BZ)-‘}=(c+dz)(a+hz)-’. (3.4) 
We first find (A + BZ) - ‘: 
(A + BZ)-1 ylq 1. 
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This nm inplies 
DZ (A + BZ)-l = - 
This proves (3.4). 1 
We now use this proposition to construct a finitely additive measure vF. 
If V is admissible, let vy denote the unique U(V) invariant probability 
measure in Gr( I/+, V). The measure v I-’ is of course concentrated in graphs 
(V.). 
(3.6) PROPOSITION. If V and W are admissible, V 4 W, and P: 
T( U’, , w I--qv+, V_ ) the self-adjoint projection, then P,(v w) = v c. 
Proof. P,(v w) is a probability measure on Gr( I/+ , I’). It suffkes to 
show P,(v,) is a U(V) invariant measure. But this follows immediately 
from (3.3) and the U(W) invariance of vw: 
g*(P*vw) = P*(vw) = P*(vwh 
whenever g E U( V). 1 
If V is admissible, let P” denote the self-adjoint projection 
.PgH+,H )-T(V+, v-). 
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(3.7) DEFINITION. A subset EC Y2(H+, 2%) is an admissible cylinder 
set if 
E= (P”)-’ (EY), 
where V is admissible and E, is a Bore1 subset of _Y( V, , VP). 
Because any two admissible subspaces are contained in a third 
admissible subspace, the admissible cylinder sets form a finite algebra. 
Thanks to (3.6), we can now consistently define a finitely additive measure 
on the admissible cylinder sets by requiring 
m?-1 = v y, 
for all admissible subspaces V. 
(3.8) LEMMA. The finitely additive measure vF is invariant under the 
subgroup G of U, generated by operators which are either of the form 
g = 1 + finite rank or of the matrix form g = [” d]. 
Proof Suppose g = [” d]. If V is admissible, then g maps Gr( V, , V) to 
Gr(g( V) + , g(V)), and a transport of structure argument implies that 
g,(v y) = vR( V). Hence 
p*“k*%)=g*cp: -“vf] =g*[v,-I,] = v,, 
implying vF= g, vF. 
Now suppose g = 1 + finite rank, say g E U(V), where I/ is admissible. If 
ZE %(H+, H- 1, then g(grapW)) is also a graph if and only if a + bZ is 
invertible. By (3.5) 
(Z: g(graph(Z)) is not a graph > 
= [P”.‘]{z~2( V,, V_): a+bz is not invertible}, 
which is an admissible cylinder set of vF measure zero. This together with 
(3.3) implies that 
g+JW=p%g a.e. [v,], 
on p2(H+, H-), and Prg*vF=vw, whenever W is admissible and con- 
tains V. Since any admissible cylinder set is of the form [ Pw] ~ ’ [Ew], 
where W is admissible and contains V, it follows that g,v,= vfi-. This 
proves (3.8). # 
The finite algebra of admissible cylinder sets is not invariant under the 
group U/,. We will deal with this difficulty in the next section. 
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In the remainder of this section, we establish the existence of (quasi- 
invariant) cylinder measures corresponding to the measures pLv., of 
Section 2. 
Suppose g = (; ;) E U,. If U = g. H, =graph(z), then 2 = ca ’ and 
I +:*==a ‘*(a*~ + c*c) a- ’ = (an*)- ‘, by unitarity of g. 
(3.9) DEFINITION. (i) For U=g.H+, gEU,, p,(U)=detua*. 
(ii) Y(R,.)=P~~ ‘.)/pd.). 
(3.10) LEMMA. If‘ V is an admissible subspace, g E U( V), and 
tiEGraphs( then p(g, U)=y(g, P’(U))- l&t(a(g ‘)+b(g ‘)Z/‘. 
Proof: Let 
as in the proof of (3.5). Choose h E U, so that U = h. H, Then 
Z = C(h) A(h)-‘. By continuity, we can suppose Z is linite rank. Then 
pdg. u) =det A(gh) A(gh)* 
P”( ui) det A(h) d(h)* 
= ldet A(gh) A(h) ‘12, 
and A( ’ = A(g)+B(g)C(h)A(h) ’ = A(g)+B(g)Z. The 
matrix calculation in the first part of the proof of (3.3) shows that 
ldet(A(g) + B(g) Z)\* = Idet(a(g) + b(g) z)l’, where z = P”Z. This proves 
the lemma. 1 
For the remainder of this section, we fix s > - 1. If V is admissible, let 
P c = P I’.., 3 the measure in (2.2), i.e., c(~ is the probability measure obtained 
by normalizing po( U)’ dv J U). 
(3.11) LEMMA. Let V and W be admissible subspaces, V c W, and 
P:Y(W+, W ) -+ Y( V + , I/- ) the orthogonal projection. Then P,(p ,+,) 
=pp. 
Proqf: A calculation as in (3.6) shows that for every g E U(V), 
4g*P,~,vW(P,~w) = p(g, .I” = d(g.pvh’dpv. 
Thus both P *p ,+, and .u V are quasi-invariant probability measures with the 
same Radon-Nikodym derivative for each p E U(V). This implies they are 
equal. 1 
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We can now consistently define a cylinder measure Pi= pLF,, in the 
algebra of admissible cylinder sets by requiring that P:(I(I~) = pV,, for all 
admissible subspaces I’. Slight modification of the proof of (3.8) yields 
(3.12) PROPOSITION. The finitely additive measure pF is quasi-invariant 
under G. The Radon-Nikodym derivative of g, pF relative to pLF is p( g, . )“. 
4. QUASI-INVARIANCE 
To prove that the measures of the preceding section are quasi-invariant 
with respect to all of U,, it is convenient to use the algebraic integration 
theory of Segal. 
(4.1) DEFINITION. A function 4 on Y*(H+ , H- ) is an admissible tame 
function if 4 = Q 0 P”, where V is an admissible subspace and CD is a boun- 
ded Bore1 function on 9( V, , I’-). We will say 4 is null if @ is null in the 
usual sense. 
If % denotes the algebra of all admissible tame functions, modulo null 
functions, and E denotes the expectation relative to one of the cylinder 
measures of the preceding section, then (%, E) is a (complex) integration 
algebra as defined in [7]. 
We now repeat the statement in [7] of the 
(4.2) SEGAL REPRESENTATION THEOREM. Zf (%,E) is an integration 
algebra, then there is a probability measure space (M, 4, v) and a represen- 
tation 6, + 4(x) of 42 as bounded measurable functions (modulo null funtions) 
on M, such that for each 4 in S!, 
E(4) = j- d(x) dv(x). 
Further A is the smallest a-ring with respect to which the functions in % are 
measurable. Finally the measure algebra of A4, that is, A’ module the ideal of 
null sets, is uniquely determined by (%, E). 
The condition that J& is the smallest a-ring with respect to which the 
functions in @ are measurable is equivalent to a number of other con- 
ditions: % is weak* dense in L”(v), @ is dense in LJ’(v), 1 <p < co, among 
others (see [7]). 
For s > - 1, let E, denote the expectation defined on & relative to the 
cylinder measure pF,s in (3.12). Let (M, JZ, ps) be any probability space 
realization of (%‘, E,Y) as in the Segal representation theorem. Proposition 
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(3.12) says that g -+g*, where g*4 = #og-‘, is a representation of G by 
absolutely continuous transformations of (9, E,), or, equivalently, that 
g + ~J d. where 
gives rise to a representation of G by isometries of Lp(p,). 
We will show that U, is the natural domain of this representation (for 
certain s). This will imply that the action of G on “u extends to one of ZJ, 
on L *- (pL,) by absolutely continuous transformations, i.e., the measure pL, is 
quasi-invariant with respect to the action of U, on sets (see 4.14). 
(4.3) PROPOSITION. Zf s > 0 and s/2 is not an integer, then g -+ n,,..(g) 
extends to a strong operator continuous representation of U, (1 d p -C GO). 
We will assume H, and HP are infinite dimensional. For otherwise all 
the pL, are projections of cylinder measures equivalent to a Gaussian on 
Y( C”, H)‘, where G = U(H) acts linearly. The proof is then elementary. 
We also note that if suffices to consider the case when p = 2. Suppose this 
case has been established. To show that x,,~ extends continuously, it suf- 
fices to show that if 4 E uli is a characteristic function and g, E G converges 
to the identity in U,, then n,,(g,) 4 + 4. Now by assumption 
i Ig,*~p(g,,.)"'*-~l*dru.,-tO. 
The integrand must tend to zero in measure, which implies 
Ig,*h(g,,, ‘)s’p-41p+o in measure [p,<] 
Moreover, 
and the function (resp. the integral of the function) on the right-hand side 
of this inequality tends to the function 24 in measure (resp. the value 
2 j 4 dpF). Dominated convergence now implies 
I Ig,*~p(g,,~)“‘p-~Ipd~.~-*O. 
So we can assume p = 2. 
We will first show that U, acts continuously on the constant function 1 
(for s 2 0). We will then show that the function 1 is cyclic for G in L2(pL,) 
(s/2 not integral). This will imply the proposition. 
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(4.4) LEMMA. The map G + Lp(p,): g + zJg)( 1) extends to a con- 
tinuous map on U,, for sL0 and 1 <p< 03. 
ProoJ: We can assume p = 2. Let ,u w = p w,s, etc. It sufhces to prove that 
if g, E U( IV,) ( W, admissible) and g, converges to the identity in U,, then 
&al) + 1. BY (3.W, 
j IP(g,,.)“‘-112~~=j(~(g,,.)J+1-2P(g,,.)~’2)d~ 
where a = a(g; ‘), b = b(g; I). So we must show 
I&I s [det(a, + bnz)IS dp,+,, = 1. 
If sk 1, then 
j /det(a+bz)[‘dp>(j Idet(a+bi)i dp)‘. 
If O<s< 1, then for set-c 1, 
= I Idet(a + bz)l dpW, 
since jdet(a + bz)l’ < max( 1, Idet(a + bz)l >, and the latter function is 
integrable relative to ptw = p w,S by (2.3). 
We can now complete the proof for s 2 0 as follows: 
>clet Ia,/ Re !” det(1 +a;‘b,z)dpw,=det (a,,/, 
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by (2.3). Unitarity of g, implies that (a,/ = (1 - c,*c,,)“‘, so that 
det (a,\ -+ 1. 
(4.5) LEMMA. For s/2 nonintegral, 1 is a cyclic vector for G in L’(p,). 
Proof: For V admissible the pullback (P”)* defines a U( I’) equivariant 
embedding of L’(P~,~) into L2(,uL,). The union of these subspaces (over 
those I/ with dim( I’,) = dim( V_)) is dense, so it suffices to show that 1 is 
cyclic for V(V) acting in L’(P,,~). In this finite dimensional setting, because 
this is equivalent to showing that the function det( 1 + z*z)-.“’ is cyclic for 
the regular representation of U(V) on the usual L2 space of Gr( V, , V). 
Now Gr(V+, V)=U/K, where U=U(V), K=U(V,)xU(VJ. It is a 
symmetric space. Hence each irreducible component of the regular 
representation contains a unique spherical function. Since the function 
det( 1 + z*z) -‘I2 is K-invariant, what we must show is that its Fourier coef- 
ficients relative to all spherical functions are nonzero. These coefficients are 
given explicitly in Proposition (4.8). They are all nonzero precisely when 
s/2 is nonintegral. Modulo the proof of (4.8) below, this completes the 
proof of (4.5). 
To obtain the Fourier coefficients of det( 1 f Z*Z) --“2, we will use the for- 
mulae of Berezin-Karpelevic for the spherical functions (these are proven 
by Hoogenboom in [ 141). 
Fix the ordered orthonormal basis e,, e, ,,..., e,, e ,, e. 2 ,..., e n for c’ 
with V, = spanje,: j> 0). The irreducible representations of U = U( V) are 
parameterized by partitions pu: p,, 3 . . . 3 ~1 ,, , 
(4.6) LEMMA. The irreducible representations of U which occur in the 
decomposition of L’( U/K) correspond to partitions of the form p: ,u, > . 2 
pi 2 -PI b .‘. 2 -p,,. The corresponding spherical function is given in graph 
coordinates hv 
where u, ,..., u, is the spectrum of the operator (1 + z*z) ’ and the L, are the 
Legendre polAynomials on the interval [0, 1 ] (c is determined b,v I/J(O) = 1). 
Proof The Cartan involution is given by 0(; g) = (’ a) - (;, “) (on all 
of ge( V)). Let a denote the set of all operators of the form 
T= C; t,(e: @ epj + etj@ej) with t, E R. This set is a maximal abelian 
subalgebra of p = {(,X* “): XE 5Y( V_, I’,)}, the real noncompact part of 
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the 8=1 eigenspace. The operator g=l/fiC;(e,?@(ej+e-j)+e*j@ 
( - ej + eej)) conjugates a into the set of real diagonal operators of the form 
T=C; tj(e,?@ej- eFj@ehj). From this one easily sees that the restricted 
roots for a are 2/?, (1 6 j d n), /?, f fii (1 < i < j G n), and their negatives, 
where p,(T) = tj, and the multiplicities are m(2/Ji) = 1 and m(fij+ pi) = 2. 
The choice of positive Weyl chamber t, > . . . > t, > 0 corresponds to the 
choice of simple restricted roots /I, - /?,-, ,..., & - fil, 2/?, , and this choice 
is compatible with the ordering of the dual of the real diagonal matrices. 
The assertion of the lemma about the irreducible components of L*(U/K) 
now follows immediately from the Cartan-Helgason theorem (4.1 of 
Chap. 5 in [2]) (we are identifying the partition p with the functional on 
diagonal matrices p: C sje,? Qej -+ C sjpj; hence the restriction of ,u is 
CT Pj2Pj). 
To obtain the formula for the spherical function, it suffices to consider 
points exp(iT) K. Since 
the corresponding graph operator is Z= C; i tan tjeJ+ Q ePj, and the spec- 
trum of (1 +z*z)-’ is {cos2 t,>. 
Let p equal half the sum of the positive restricted roots with multiplicity: 
p=CT(2j-1)fij. Let iA= p + p. The proof of Theorem 4.5 in Chapter 5 of 
[2] then implies that 
where the right-hand side denotes the analytic continuation to exp(ia) of 
the spherical function corresponding to A. By Theorem 3 of [ 141 
9(z) = c 
det(F(p[ + i, 1 -pi - i; 1, sin* tj)) 
nicj (co? ti-cos* tj) ’ 
where F is the hypergeometric function. This proves the lemma, for 
F(pi+i, 1 --pi-i; 1, x) is a multiple of L,+i-l(l -x). 1 
Before stating the next proposition, we note the formula 
and integration by parts implies the formula 
s 1 .dL,(x) dx = -’ n,.~,k(~-~) 0 nO<e,k+, (n+e)’ (4.7) 
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In particular jh L: _, = Z(k)4/f(2k - 1) r(2k). We will denote this value by 
E(k). 
We now determine the spherical function expansion of det( 1 + z*z) ~s~2. 
(4.8) PROPOSITION. Let p be a partition as in (4.6). Then 
has L2 norm one and is a multiple of the spherical function corresponding 
to CL. For t > -4 we have the L2 expansion det( 1 + z*z) ’ = 2 c,Ic/,,, where 
and c1 is a positive contant not depending upon t, i.e., CI = c,y, where c2 and 
y are given by (4.10) and (4.13), respectively. 
Proof: We will use integration in polar coordinates for the symmetric 
space U/K. For f a smooth K invariant function on U/K, Theorem 5.10 in 
Chapter 1 of [2] implies 
s fdpo = const. f(aK) 6(a) da U,‘K s 
= const. 
s {o<,,<2n)f(aK) n (cos2 t,--OS* t,J2 I</ 
x fi lsin t, cos t.jl dt,. 
where da is the invariant probability measure for exp(ia), 6(a) is the 
product over the positive restricted roots with multiplicity of the factors 
(sin tx( T)I, and a = exp(iT). If f depends only on the numbers u, = cos2 t,, 
the spectrum of (1 + z*z)-‘I, then 
where c = n; E(j). For 
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Sn (ui- u,)’ fi du, 
i-cj 1 
= 
I 
det*(uj-‘) fi dui 
1 
= 1 det*(Li-,(uj)) fi dUj=det (1 L~-,L,,)=c, 
1 
the third equality follows from Gram’s result [4], the last from (4.7). 
A completely analogous calculation shows that 
j I$p(z)I’&o=Tj ‘(pi+i)F’ j det2(L,,+;-,(u,)) fi duj= 1. 
1 I 
So the rr/, have norm one. 
We now calculate Fourier coefficients: 
cp = 
I 
det( 1 + z*z)-’ t+bJ.z) d,u, 
n det(L 
=C 
In 
IA, p,+i- I("j)) 1 det(+‘) 
det2(uj-‘) i duj, 
I I 
where c, = (n; E(i)E(~i+i)-‘)“2. We now simplify and expand deter- 
minants: 
cp=c, I det(L u,+r-l(~,)) det(u;+‘-‘) fi du, I 
=CI C (-1)“‘j fi L,(j)-~+~‘a,,,(T)Tf+r(i)-’ dr. 
6.7 I 
The product can be reordered to eliminate the dependence on r. The 
integrals can be evaluated using (4.7), and we find that cP equals c2 times 
the determinant of the matrix with (i, j) entry 
where in the top O<f<pj+ j- 1, in the bottom O<e<pj+j, and 
c,=n!c, fi 2(,Uj+ j- 1) -' 
I ( > /ij+j-1 ’ 
(4.9) 
(4.10) 
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Since the 11, are nondecreasing, the first entry in each row of the above 
matrix is a common factor for all the entries in that row. Thus 
cp=c2 ii 
( 
rI o<c<p, (t+i- 1-o 
i=l n o<l<p,+, (t+i-l+e) 1 D(n,t3P). 
(4.11) 
Here D(n, t, p) is the determinant of the n x n matrix (A,), where ALi has 
the form (4.9) with ,u, <d<~~+j- 1 in the top and p, + 1 <L’<pj+j in 
the bottom. 
We will show that D(n, t, 1~) can be evaluated in terms of D(n - 1, 
1 + t, v), where v,=~~+, + 1, 1 dj<n- 1. The matrix (A,) has all ones in 
the first column. By subtracting the (n - 1)th row from the nth row,..., the 
first row from the second, we see D(n, t, /.L) equals the determinant of the 
(1, 1) minor, which has (i, j) entry 
A -A rI p,</<p,+,+,--l (t+i- 1-o t+ 1./+1 I.)+1 = 
rI p,+2<f~p,+,+,+1 (t+i-l+O 
.i 
t+i-p, t+i-&+1-j 
t+i+p,+,+j+l- t+i+p,+l 1 
= c(j) rI p,</<pz (t+i- 1 -C) n p,+1</<J12+3 (t+i-1 +e) 
.n vj<(<~,,+j-~ (l+t+i-1-l) 
r I  vl+l<f‘<ia,+j (l+t+i-l+t)’ 
where c(j)=(j+~~+,)2-~~+j+~i+l-~,. The determinant of this 
matrix is easily evaluated in terms of D(n - 1, 1 + t, v). 
An induction argument now leads to the equation 
D(& t,p)=Y yj’ yjk n 
k=l i=l p~+2k-l<i/~k+Zk+I (r+i-l+P)' 
n-l n-1 
k=l ,=I 
(4.12) 
This combined with (4.11) concludes the proof. 1 
We conclude this section by stating in a more explicit manner that the 
measures pL, are quasi-invariant with respect to the restricted unitary group. 
Suppose s>O and s/2 is nonintegral. Then r~~,,~ defined a continuous 
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representation of U, on Lp(pu,), 1 <p 6 co. For 4 E % and g E G, we can 
write 
s*4 = 7Q&w) 7$&w Jr”‘” (4.13) 
for any 1 <p < co. By using strong continuity and approximating ~5, one 
can show that (4.13) yields a well-defined measurable function (indepen- 
dent of the choice of p) for any gE U,, so long as 4 E Lp(pS) for some 
1 d p < co. Strong continuity then yields the following extension of (3.12): 
(4.14) PROPOSITION. Let s > 0 and s/2 nonintegral. For g E U, the restric- 
tion of g* to L” (p,) is an isometry. The map g + g* defines a representation 
of U, by absolutely continuous transformations of the integration algebra 
(L”(pS), j ( * ) d,a,) with Radon-Nikodym derivative x,,,( g)( 1). 
5. CHARACTERISTIC FUNCTIONS AND SUPPORT PROPERTIES 
Let { ej:jE E, j # 0} be an orthonormal basis for H with ej E H, when 
fj>O, so that we can identify linear operators from H, to H_ with 
matrices (Zij)icO,,rO. We can obtain a “countably additive extension” of 
pFqs in the following way (see p. 9 of [lo]). Let A4 be the space of all 
matrices (ZV)r<O,j,O with the product topology. If V is an admissible 
subspace of H which is contained in the algebraic span of the ej’s, then the 
projection Pv: Y*(H+, H-) + Y( V,, V-) extends continuously to M. We 
then obtain a unique regular Bore1 measure pL, on M by requiring that 
If oP’dps= j-,v f +v.,, 
t-V-) 
for all bounded continuous functions f and V as above. 
Our first goal in this section is to find a reasonable expression for the 
characteristic function, @,, of pL,. We will then use the Gross-Sazonov 
theorem to show that ps is supported on a space of Z’s having at most 
exponential growth. We have not been able to determine whether ps is sup- 
ported on the space of Z’s having at most polynomial growth. 
In part (iii) of (2.2) we determined the characteristic function of pv,s. 
With this result in mind, let S denote the set of all linear operators on Hyg 
which map span(ej: j< N} to itself for all N and which satisfy (xej, ej) > 0 
for all j, i.e., the set of all triangular matrices x = (x~~)~<: cqC co with 
xy = xyy > 0 and xPq E C for p < q. S is a group with respect to composition 
of operators. If x E S, let x* denote the adjoint matrix, and we note that 
x-I*x-I is well defined as a product of matrices. 
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Now suppose Z E Y( I/+, VP), where V=span(ej: ljl <n>. By (iii) of 
GQ), 
Qs(Z) = { eiRetrZ*Zt dp,(Z1) = j eiRetrZ*Z1 dp,,(Z,) 
CC 1 e-(1/4)trZ*Zx-“r’ n 71-~e-“~“‘2dm(x,,) .v v+ ) p-cq~n 
x n 2xqe-*9x4 2 2(y+s--1) 
dx 
Y  . 
4<n r(q + 3) 
Since the function tr Z*Zx -‘*x- ’ is well defined on S and depends only 
on x,,~ for q d n, we have proven 
(5.1) PROPOSITION. The characteristic function of ps is given by 
@,(Z) = S, e ~(1/4)tr~*Z.rC’*rC’ dv,(x), 
where us is the infinite product measure 
dv,(x) = n x-- 
P<Y 
‘em “d2 dm(x,,) Jj 2x,edxz(q+‘- 1) --f$$. 
Remark. This proposition yields a second proof of (3.11), which 
established the consistency of the measures pv,s. 
One advantage of the above integral formula for Qs is that, roughly 
speaking, it converts questions concerning the continuity of Qs into 
questions concerning convergence in measure relative to vs. 
Let 8;. denote the Hilbert space of matrices (Zii)icO,, >. with 
IZl:=C eAcJdei) IZ,j(2< Go. (5.2) 
Note gj.;., 3 &j,2 if ,I, < A,, and this embedding is always Hilbert-Schmidt. We 
will prove 
(5.3) PROPOSITION. For s > -1, Qs is continuous with respect to the 
norm 1.1;. for every I > 0. 
The Gross-Sazonov theorem will then imply 
(5.4) PROPOSITION. For s > -1, pS is supported on 
j.?,, g-i= U&j): SUP 
r<O,j>O 
eC"(jdi) lZ,I <co for all A>O} 
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Remark. If we define the Sobolev spaces YA = {z: C (i’ + j*)“‘* 
(Z,j2 < 01)}, then Y* = 179~ c Ki, for all A, > 0, so that on a polynomial 
scale, (5.4) is crude. We will consider the case I = 0 in (5.11) below. 
To prove these propositions, it will be useful to think of xpg as a coor- 
dinate function on S, i.e., as a random variable. For p < q, let <,, = xpy/xy,. 
We write Prob(...) for the probability of an event relative to us. 
(5.5) LEMMA. Prob(G I<,,1 = 0) = 1, where the limit is ouer all p < q, 
both p and q tending to infinity. 
Proo$ Because xpg is complex, Ix,,j has the density e-“, while xyy has 
the density I’(q + s)-’ 2te-‘2t2’4+s- ‘I. Thus, Prob( [[,,I > c) equals 
T(q+s)-’ [Oa 2te-‘2t2(~+s-‘) (J‘, e-“du) dt 
To obtain (5.5) we will use the first Borel-Cantelli lemma (see Theorem 
3.1 of [9]). So we consider 
c PrW I &,,I > c) o<p<q<cc 
= c 
I<c/<‘x 
(q- l)f(q+s)-’ lam 2te-“t2(q+s~‘)e~crdt 
= 
We now compute that 
f, (4-l) 
2 f(q+s) 
t2(‘+s--I)<p+I) f (q- 1) t2(y-2) 
2 f(q-1) 
=(f*)s+1 -.$ ;L& 
( > 
= (t*)“+’ -$ {t*e”). 
( > 
(5.6) 
Since s > -1, this is continuous at zero and bounded by a polynomial 
times e”. This shows that for c > 0, the integral in (5.6) is finite. So Borel- 
Cantelli 3 Prob(E lc,,( > c) = 0. Let c + 0 to obtain (5.5). 
The following lemma is the key to the proof of (5.3). To improve (5.3), 
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the cancellation ignored by the estimates in the proof below must be taken 
account of. 
(5.7) LEMMA. Prob((J,-,, {x: 1(.x-‘),,I (1 +E)‘~~~)<C’, Vf<qy))= I. 
,for all e > 0. 
Proof: Since x = (1 + 0 diag(x,,), x ’ = (diag) ’ (1 + i”) ’ = (diag) ’ 
x ( - I )” tk, implying 
where the sum is over all tuples of integers (,j, ,..., ,jk) with p <j, < < 
j, = q. 
NowsupposeIx;‘l<Aforallp, /~,,/~Aforallp<q6N,andlr,,/<i: 
for q > N, where e < 1 < A. Then 
ck = const. (1 + E)” p. 
Thus the probability in (5.7) is 3 
Prob U U 
i 1 
xitA, Vp; (<,,,(<A, Vp-cq<N, 
A>1 Iv dyPP 
lt,,l <E, q > A’ 
11 
. (5.8) 
But (5.6) implies that for E > 0, both Prob(U N {x: Ii’,,1 < E for q > N) ) 
and Prob( (JA {x: I<,,1 < A for all p < q) ) equal 1, while it is shown in 
Section 12.2 of [4] that 
as A + cc. This implies the probability in (5.8) is 2 1, proving the 
lemma. 1 
We can now prove Propositions (5.3) and (5.4). 
Proof of (5.3). Since Gjs is positive definite, it suffices to check con- 
tinuity at Z = 0. Also the integrand in (5.1) is between 0 and 1, so by 
dominated convergence, it suffices to check that 
tr lZ12 1x’12+0 f0ra.e. xESas lZli+O. (5.9) 
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But (ZI, -+ 0 implies &y,O /(Z*Z),,I e(yz)(p+4) + 0, while Lemma (5.7) 
implies sup,,, , 0/ (x - ’ *x “Jpql e -(“*)(pfy) < co for a.e. x. This implies 
(5.9). I 
Proof of (5.4). The Gross-Sazonov theorem (Chap. I, Sect. 6 of [lo]) 
says that if 2 > 0, then pu,(&J = 1 if and only if @‘s is continuous on &A with 
the weakest topology in which all measurable seminorms for Gaussian 
measure are continuous. This is the case because ( IA, is a measurable 
seminorm and @, is continuous on &&, for any 0 < 1, <II. 1 
The integral formula (5.1) shows that Qi, is continuous in the 
Hilbert-Schmidt topology if and only if 
Prob({x:tr~~~~~x-‘~~<l})+l as tr (.zl*+O. (5.10) 
I do not know whether this condition is satisfied or not. A sufficient con- 
dition for continuity of @, is pointwise convergence of the integrand in 
(5.1), i.e., tr lZ12 Ix-‘(~-+O as tr (Z12 + 0 for a.e. x, which is equivalent to 
x- ’ defining a bounded operator for a.e. x. However, this false. 
(5.11) PROPOSITION. Prob( {x: Ix-‘Jco < co}) =O. 
The proof is based on ideas in [4]. 
Proof: Let V,? = span{ei: ljl <n}. Then the probability relative to us 
that xx’ is bounded equals 
lim lim 
c-o n-a 
Prob( {x E S( V, ): sj(x) 3 E VJ, 
where s( . ) denotes s-number and the probability is relative to the projec- 
tion of us to S( V, ). 
Let x denote the characteristic function for the event that all the 
s-numbers of g E: GL( V, ) are >E. Note that x is U( I’,) biinvariant. By 
Formulas 1 and 2 of the appendix (modulo normalization constant) 
Prob({xE S( I’,): si(x)>s Vj}) 
=C 
5 
GL( v+) xk)(det g*g)" e-trg*g dm( g) 
=C I CR”)+ X(diag(l, ,..., A,)) n (nf - A,?) n Ay2Aje-: d;l, i C j 
(Ii- tj)’ n tie-Q dt,. 
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NOW FIi<j (t,--tj)=det(tj),.i.,o~j<n = det(Lj”)( ti)), where the Lj”’ are 
the Laguerre polynomials, obtained by applying the Schmidt 
orthogonalization process to the standard monomials relative to the inner 
product on L*((O, co), Fe pr dr). Hence the above integral equals 
c s ( I, 2 2 ) det(Lj”)(t,))’ fl t;e-‘1 dt, 
= c det 
0 
a L!“‘(r) L;“)(r) r’e --I dr , 
2 I <s.,<n 
the last equality following by Gram’s result, which is easily obtained by 
simply writing out the det* and integrating (see [4]). The constant is deter- 
mined by letting E + 0. 
Let QE denote multiplication by the characteristic function for [0, E*], P,, 
the orthogonal projection for span{rj: 0~ j<n}, as operators on 
L*((O, co), r’e-’ dr). We then can write 
Prob( (.Y E S( V, ): s;(x) > E, yj}) = det( 1 - P, Q,:P,). 
This tends to zero as n + co, which proves (5.11). 1 
Remarks. (i) The calculation in the preceding proof depends strongly 
on the u( Y+ ) biinvariance of x, which is lacking when one considers the 
probability in (5.10) (or the analogous conditions for continuity of @, in 
the Sobolev spaces C~,). 
(ii) In this section we have implicitly assumed that both H, and H 
are m-dimensional. If dim n( H, ) = n < co, then pp.,, is just the projection of 
a measure which is absolutely continuous with respect to Gaussian 
measure under the mapping 2(X+, 2) -+ Gr(n, 2’): L + Range(L) (the 
derivative is just constant (det c(*cL)‘). Using this it is easy to see that an 
appropriate completion is Gr(n, B), where B is any measurable norm 
completion of H. By duality similar comments apply when H is finite 
dimensional. 
6. THE BASIC REPRESENTATION OF Cl, 
The basic representation for the affine extension of the restricted unitary 
group can be realized on a certain Hilbert space of holomorphic sections of 
the Det* bundle associated to Gr(H+, H- ) [6]. In this section we will 
show that the inner product can be written in the form 
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where #i and & are in the Hilbert space of holomorphic sections, and ( ., * ) 
is a local (non-invariant) inner product. 
We defined the restricted unitary group in Section 3. We recall the 
definition of the alIine extension in [6]. First let 0, denote the group of all 
pairs (g, q) E U, x U( H, ) for which a(g) 9-l = 1 + trace class. The 
sequence 
is exact, where i(q) = (1, q) and n(g, q) = g. The affrne extension of U,, fi,, 
is the quotient of 8, by the subgroup I’(SU(H+),), so that 0, is a central T 
extension of U, (here U( H, ), is the group of unitary operators of the form 
1 + trace class, and we identify U( H + ), modulo SU( H + ), with T via deter- 
minant). 
The Det* bundle can be realized in the following way. Let $9’ denote all 
nonsingular maps L = (;) from H, into H for which M = 1 + trace class and 
y is Hilbert-Schmidt. The space 9 is a principal bundle with base 
Gr(H+ , H- ) and structure group GL(H+), , where the projection is 
L -+ Range(L) and the action of GL(H+ ), is by composition on the right. 
The bundle Det* is the associated bundle for the character dett ’ of 
GUH, 1,. 
If V is an admissible subspace of H, then Y( V, , I’)’ can be identified 
with those L E P which are the identity on the orthogonal complement of 
I’, to I’. If we view (holomorphic) sections as (holomorphic) functions 
0: ~7 + C satisfying (L. q) = det q&L), then restricting a section to 
WV, , V) amounts to restricting the function 4 to A?( V,, V)‘. The 
restriction of Det* to Gr( V, , V) is the usual Det* bundle, which we 
considered in Section 2. 
The canonical global holomorphic section is defined by d,,(L) = det a(L). 
The zero set of do, viewed as a section, is precisely the complement of 
graphs(H+ ). If 4 is another section, then d/4, is a function on graphs(H+). 
Let &$ denote the space of all holomorphic sections 4 of Det* for which 
@ = #do is a function of finitely many variables, i.e., for which there is an 
admissible subspace V such that @o P”= @. It follows from (2.5) that 
@E L2(,ul) whenever 4~ X., so that if d1 and d2 are in X& the function 
defined by (dl , &) = @i $2 is a ,u~ integrable function of finitely many 
variables. Hence we can define an inner product on & by 
GhP2~=jha2wP1. (6.1) 
The group 0, acts on sections by (rr( g, q) 4)(L) = 4( g- ’ 0 L 0 q). The 
action on d, is then given by 
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where g ’ = (f 2). 
Let {P,: j E Z, j # 0) be an orthonormal basis for H with e, E H + when 
+j> 0, and let H” be the admissible subspace spanned by {e,: 1.j d n}. In 
the proof of Theorem (6.2) we will use the following fundamental result 
from [6]: to check that a function @ of graph coordinates corresponds to a 
holomorphic section of Det*, it suffices to check that rc(g, 1). @ extends to 
a global holomorphic function of the graph coordinates for each g in the 
union of the U(H”) (Lemma 2.5 of 161). 
(6.2) THEOREM. (a) Any L’(p,) limit of holomorphic fitnctions of’ 
,finitrly mung cariahles is holomorphic. 
(b) Each function @ in CL’(p,), the spucr qf’ holomorphic L’ 
,function.s, is of the ,form @ = 1J/q5,,, Myhere 4 is u holomorphic section of Det*. 
This theorem implies that the completion of HF is a space of 
holomorphic sections of Det*. We will see that it is naturally identified 
with a completion of A(H + H + &,, as in 161. 
Proof of Theorem (6.2). Suppose @ is a holomorphic function in L’(p, ) 
based on Y(H’;, H” ). Fix go U(Hw), N 3 n. By (2.5) @ corresponds to a 
holomorphic section of Det* restricted to Gr(N, H”). This implies that 
rc(g, 1). @ extends to a global holomorphic function of (finitely many) 
graph coordinates. Hence Q, corresponds to a global holomorphic section d, 
of Det*. By (2.2), 
= Q(O). 
By the first paragraph of this proof, if Z= cu ‘, where g ’ = (:’ e) E U(H”). 
Because det a*a = det( 1 + Z*Z) ‘, 
I@(Z)I’bdet(l +Z*Z) l@liLC,,,l. (6.3) 
By continuity (6.3) is valid for all Z E P2( H, , H ). The space of 
holomorphic functions is complete in the topology of uniform convergence 
on compact sets. So (6.3) implies (a). 
By the first paragraph of this proof, (6.3) holds with rc( g, , 1). @ in place 
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of @, for any g, in the union of the U(H”‘). This implies (b), by the 
remarks proceeding Theorem (6.2). 1 
Let V= H” and O(Det *)n the space of holomorphic sections of Det* 
restricted to Gr(n, V). There is a GL( V)-equivariant isomorphism 
A”(V)* -+ 0(Det*), 
which maps 4 EA~( V)* to the section W+ 4 IanCWj. We thus obtain an 
equivariant isomorphism 
T: A”(v)* -+ OL’(5q V,) v-), I*,). 
As representations of { (” d) E GL( V)}, we have 
(6.4) 
=I Ak(Vp)*@Ak(V+)Odet(V+), (6.5) 
while OL2 is the sum of polynomials of fixed degree of homogeneity in the 
graph coordinates. 
(6.6) PROPOSITION. (a) T maps Ak( F_)@Ak( V,) to homogeneous 
polynomials of degree k in L2(p,). 
(b) Zf VcW=HN and P:SY(W+, WP)-+P’(V+, VP) is the 
orthogonal projection, the U(V) equivariant map 
P*: L2GW’+, U-1, &)-+L2WW+, W-J, 4,) 
corresponds via T to the natural map 
The proof is an explicit computation. Fix -n 6 6, < . . . < 6, < 0 < 
aI < . .. < ak d n in Z and let gE U(V) correspond to the permutation of 
Z n C-n, n] which maps a, to b_l, satisfies g2 = 1, and is the identity 
otherwise. The vector 10 1 E A’( V-)@A’( V,) corresponds via (6.5) to 
the functional (( . ), e, A . . . A e, ) on A”( V). Thus g acting on 10 1 is 
A ... A e+. On the other hand, the action of g on the 
?rttion lAif’i{;:i is the function det(a( g) + b(g) Z) , i.e., the determinant 
of the n x n matrix obtained by replacing the ajth row of the identity by the 
b,th row of Z. This is a homogeneous polynomial of degree k. This proves 
Proposition (6.6). 
This proposition shows that 0L2(,u,) is naturally identified with 
C Ak(gt)@Ak(H+), the zero charge space of a(R_ + H+)(“A" denotes 
completion). 
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7. PLUCKER EMBEDDING AND EQUIVARIANT PROJECTIONS 
Our first proof of the consistency of the measures ,u”,,~ depended on 
Proposition (3.3) which asserted that a linear projection was equivariant 
with respect to certain linear fractional transformations. In this section, by 
embedding the Grassmannian into projective space, we will see that (3.3) is 
readily deduced from the invariance of a subspace under certain linear 
transformations. We continue with the notations of the previous section; in 
particular, V = H”. 
The classical Plucker embedding of Gr( I/+, V) = Gr(n, V) into projec- 
tive space is the mapping 
Gr(n, V) -+ P(A”V): W--+ @vu1 A ... A M’,,, 
where M‘,,..., \v,, is a basis for W. The Plucker mapping is induced by the 
mapping 
P’(V+, V)‘+A”V: L-tL(e,) A ... A L(e,). (7.1 
Recalling that A”V is dual to the space of holomorphic sections of Det* 
we see this map is equivalent to the evaluation map 
Det -+ O(Det*)*: p -+ eval(p), 
where evai( . ) simply evaluates a section of Det* at the relevant point of 
Det. 
NowweidentifyA”Vwith~(AjV*,@A’V.)=~9(A’V+,A’V )asin 
the preceding section. The map (7.1) then becomes a map 
9( I’,, I’)’ --t 1 Y(A’V+, A’V ). 
For L = (5) with a invertible, it is given by L + det(a) C A’(ycx ‘). In graph 
coordinates for Gr( V, , V) at V, and llQ; Y(A’V+ , A’V-)) at the line 
through 1, the Plucker embedding is therefore given by the mapping 
6p( v,. , V-) + f c!T(A’V+, A’V ): z -+ f A’(z). 
I I 
In the preceding section we saw that evaluating L2 holomorphic sections 
of Det * is continuous relative to the Hilbert space structure. The dual of 
A(A. +H+)o is A(ir+ +H.),zxC,” .TI&(A’H+, A’K). We therefore 
obtain a holomorphic map 
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and in graph coordinates the induced Plucker map is given by 
&(H+ , HP ) + f Y(A’H+ , AjH- ): z + f. A’(z). 
I 1 
We now consider the equivariant projection lemma in this context. It 
asserts that the projection P”: 2Z2(H+, He) --, sP( V, , V_. ) is GL( V) 
equivariant for the linear fractional actions of GL( V) on these two spaces. 
We will show that this follows almost immediately from the invariance of 
A( P+ + V- )0 with respect to the linear action of GL( V) on A(f?+ + H_), 
(for the representation contragredient to its action on sections 
z A@- + H, ),J. 
Let P,: H, + V, be the orthogonal projections. The projection 
&(AiH+, AjH_)+?Z’(A’V+,A.‘Vp) is then given by T-+A’(P_).T. 
Aj(P+). Thus, if T= A’(z), the projection is Ai(PVz). 
For projective space of A(f?+ + HP),, the equivariant projection lemma 
follows from the commutativity of the diagram 
A@+ + H-J; -+ A( r+ + V-)A 
I 
f &(A’H+, A/H_) -+ f Y(A’V+, H’V- ), 
I I 
where the horizontal arrows are orthogonal projections and the horizontal 
maps are given by ~1 + v + a ‘. v, where a E @, v is orthogonal to 1, and 
the primes indicate we consider only those vectors with CI # 0. Since the top 
map is obviously GL( V) equivariant, so is the bottom map-with respect 
to the linear fractional action of GL( V) on these spaces. Since the bottom 
projection restricts to P” on graph subspaces in the Grassmannian, the 
equivariant projection lemma follows. 
APPENDIX: INTEGRAL FORMULAS 
This Appendix concerns the representation of the integral 
n p.2 s , GL(n @) @k) c’rg*R ddg) 
relative to certain standard decompositions of GL(n, C). 
For the first case, let S denote the group of matrices (x,) with x, =x,? > 0 
and xii = 0 for i > j. Every element of GL(n, C) can be written uniquely in 
the form g= xK, where XE S and KE U(n, C). Let dK denote the unique 
invariant probability measure for U(n, C). 
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FORMULA 1. If @ is an integrable function, then 
= ,f‘(.rK) dK n 7c ‘e “d’ dm(x,,) fj 2X,tJ 
dzc &2(, II/, _ , 
I</ I f( .i) 
We briefly indicate the derivation. The quotient of GL(n, C) by U(n, C) 
can be identified with S. Since GL(n, C) and U(n, C) are unimodular, the 
quotient admits an invariant measure, necessarily a multiple of the left 
Haar measure for S given by 
d,x = n dm(.u;,) fi x;’ ’ “I ’ dm(x,). 
I<, I 
An invariant measure for GL(n, C) is dg= (det g*g) ” dm(g). Thus 
7r ‘I2 -1 @(g) e ‘~*,e dm( g) = x “’ 
s 
Q(g) e frx*a(det g*g)” dg 
zz( 
1 ii @(xK) dK (det x*x)” e ~tr’*Ycl.~. s
which yields Formula 1 upon letting @ = 1 to obtain the correct nor- 
malization 
For the second case, S is replaced by positive operators, and in turn a 
positive operator P is written in the form P= KIK -‘, where K is unitary 
and i = diag( E., ,..., A,,) E (R+ )‘I. The upshot is 
FORMULA 2. 
where (’ ’ = JJ;l ’ j! 
The derivation of this formula is along the same lines as that of the first 
formula, but more involved. We refer the reader to Chapter I of [a]. 
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